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What is a dark sector?
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Our visible universe                The dark universe

Dark 
Matter

dark 
fermions?

Any particle that does not interact through  
the Standard Model (SM) forces.

“portal 
interactions”
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1. Thermal experimental targets
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1. Thermal experimental targets

Beyond the Dark Matter motivation… 
dark sectors can address

 Strong CP problem (axion (-like particles));

 Gauge hierarchy problem (relaxion);

 Neutrino mass generation (sterile neutrinos);

 Anomalies in data 2. Anomaly-based 

experimental targets



Search techniques at fixed target experiments
Production of dark matter
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Basic Research Needs for

DM Small projects New Initiatives, 2018

Production of unstable dark sector 
particles

2. Scattering

3. Visible decay 
    products

1. Missing energy/ 
momentum

4

Several experiments, but 

the experimental techniques 


are only 3



1. Missing energy/momentum
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e- beam for the LDMX experiment, 

Akesson et al., 1808.05219


μ- beam for the M3 experiment, 
Kahn et al. 1804.03144



1. Missing energy/momentum
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DM thermal targets 

Snowmass contribution, Akesson et al., 2203.08192

e- beam for the LDMX experiment, 

Akesson et al., 1808.05219


μ- beam for the M3 experiment, 
Kahn et al. 1804.03144

DM

DM

SM

SM



2. Scattering in the beam dump
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Neutrino detectors 

can be used! 

Batell, Pospelov, Ritz, 0906.5614



2. Scattering in the beam dump
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Limitation:  
both production and scattering processes  
are suppressed by the portal coupling ^ 2

Neutrino detectors 

can be used! 

MiniBooNE, 1807.06137

Batell, Pospelov, Ritz, 0906.5614

Also studies for LSND (@LANL), Coherent (@ORNL), DUNE (@FNAL), …



3. Visible decay products
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past: LSND, E137, CHARM, …
present: HPS, SeaQuest, …
future: SHiP, NA62, DarkQuest, …

In “Secluded” DM models, the mediator particle is the lightest state of 
the dark sector            it can only decay back to the SM (visible)

Sizable theory uncertainties

in these calculations.

Need improvements!


(see e.g. Winkler, 1809.01876)

Several experiments:

 dark photon

 dark scalar

 sterile neutrino

 ALP

(long-lived) mediator



3. Visible decay products
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In “Secluded” DM models, the mediator particle is the lightest state of 
the dark sector            it can only decay back to the SM (visible)

Sizable theory uncertainties

in these calculations.

Need improvements!


(see e.g. Winkler, 1809.01876)

extend to 

higher masses

extend to 

intermediate 


couplings

Fabbrichesi et al., 2005.01515

 dark photon

 dark scalar

 sterile neutrino

 ALP

Minimal dark photon model

past: LSND, E137, CHARM, …
present: HPS, SeaQuest, …
future: SHiP, NA62, DarkQuest, …

Several experiments:

(long-lived) mediator



The DarkQuest experiment
proton beam-dump fixed-target experiment
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Fermilab  
main injector

Compact geometry (much more compact than previous beam dump experiments)

8

Sweet spot: 
life times  

~ few meters



The DarkQuest experiment
proton beam-dump fixed-target experiment
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Overall:  
- Great reach on dark photon and axion 
mediated models.

Huge bremsstrahlung & primakoff 
production and production from light 
meson decays


Fermilab  
main injector

Compact geometry (much more compact than previous beam dump experiments)
Berlin, SG, Schuster, Toro, 1804.00661

1018 POT

8

Sweet spot: 
life times  

~ few meters



The DarkQuest experiment
proton beam-dump fixed-target experiment
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Fermilab  
main injector

Compact geometry (much more compact than previous beam dump experiments)
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Overall:  
- Great reach on dark photon and axion 
mediated models.

Huge bremsstrahlung & primakoff 
production and production from light 
meson decays


- Good reach on scalar, and sterile 
neutrino mediated models.

Reduced production from heavy mesons


Batell, Evans, SG, Rai, 2008.08108

Sweet spot: 
life times  

~ few meters

1018 POT



The DarkQuest reach on minimal models
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1018POT

1020POT

“slightly” displaced  

Dark Photon

Berlin, SG, Schuster, Toro, 1804.00661

few meter

life-time



The DarkQuest reach on minimal models
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1018POT

1020POT

“slightly” displaced  

Dark Photon

Berlin, SG, Schuster, Toro, 1804.00661
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Beam dumps at future e+e- colliders
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One of the key aspects of DarkQuest is its access to high energy protons


What about utilizing future high energy colliders to search for dark particles 
from the beam dump? (the beams are going to be dumped anyway!)



Beam dumps at future e+e- colliders
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One of the key aspects of DarkQuest is its access to high energy protons


What about utilizing future high energy colliders to search for dark particles 
from the beam dump? (the beams are going to be dumped anyway!)

Interesting prospects for  
FCC-ee, ILC, C3, …

long-lived

Kanemura, Moroi, Tanabe, 1507.02809

SM

SM

Why is this interesting?

we can reach the highest beam 
energies ever reached in a beam 
dump experiment;

highest luminosities as well

ILC 

e- beam

 125 GeV, 250 GeV, 500 GeV, 1.5 TeV electron beams

- E137 @ SLAC: ~20 GeV electron beam (past)


   - HPS @ JLAB: ~ (1-6) GeV electron beam (present)


 ~4*1021 EOT/year (ILC), ~5*1024 EOT/year (FCC-ee)

   - E137 @ SLAC: ~2*1020 EOT (past)

   - HPS @ JLAB: ~1018 EOT (present)




Sterile neutrinos at high energy e- beam dumps
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Production

Going to higher energy (250GeV → 1000GeV)

mainly impacts B-meson production.

Low mass not much affected.

Gain because of 

3 orders of

magnitudes 


more luminosity

SG, Giffin, Tsai, Tuckler, 2204.xxxxx

increased 

production of 

B mesons at 

higher energy

Reach



Access to more UV-complete models
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Most of the times, “real” models do not contain 

only a DM state and a mediator.

Simultaneous appearance of visible and invisible signatures.



Access to more UV-complete models
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2-component Weyl spinors
with opposite charge under U(1)’

Generic  
mass spectrum

A’

X2

X1

e+e-

small
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ed

)

Δ
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Spectrum  
IDM

Most of the times, “real” models do not contain 

only a DM state and a mediator.

Simultaneous appearance of visible and invisible signatures.

An interesting example: Inelastic Dark Matter (IDM) models



Access to more UV-complete models
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Most of the times, “real” models do not contain 

only a DM state and a mediator.

Simultaneous appearance of visible and invisible signatures.

An interesting example: Inelastic Dark Matter (IDM) models
2-component Weyl spinors
with opposite charge under U(1)’

Generic  
mass spectrum

Spectrum  
IDM
A’

X2

X1

e+e-

small
(d

is
pl

ac
ed

)

Freeze-out: X1 X2 → SM 

Signatures in our labs:

Visible decays if large enough mass splitting.

Invisible component as well

Δ

12



IDMs at fixed target experiments (the 3 techniques)
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Hochberg, Kuflik, Volansky, 
Wacker, 1402.5143.

3. visible,  
beam dump

1. missing  
momentum

2. scattering

Similar signatures arising in models for strongly interacting massive particle (SIMP) DM.


For the reach, see 

Berlin, Blinov, SG, Schuster, Toro, 1801.05805   More freedom with the mass splitting

Berlin, SG, Schuster, Toro, 1804.00661



Conclusions & Outlook
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Fixed target experiments offer a powerful discovery 
potential for a broad set of dark sector theories at or below 
the GeV scale.

Three complementary techniques 
(missing momentum/energy, scattering, visible searches)

Important physics case for high energy beam dump 
experiments (eventually with a relatively short baseline)

Dark sector particles naturally appear in many well-
motivated extensions of the Standard Model.


Often times, their mass is protected by some 
approximate symmetry.

DM can be a thermal freeze-out relic in ~(MeV-GeV) if it is 
“helped” by additional dark sector particles at around the 
same mass scale



Final states to look for
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Invisible, 
non-SM

Visible, 
SM

Mixed  
visible-invisible

Dark Matter production Production of portal-
mediators that decay to 

SM particles 

Production of “rich” 
dark sectors 

Testing the structure

of the dark sectorSystematically exploring      

the portal coupling to

SM particles

Producing stable particles 
that could be (all or part  
of) Dark Matter

Xmediator

X

SM

SM
SM

SM mediator SM

SM
visible

mediator

SM

SM SM

SM

X X

a. b. c.

3. Visible decay    
products

1. Missing energy/
momentum 

2. Scattering 
3.  Visible decay products

1. Missing energy/
momentum 

2. Scattering



Snowmass RF6 (dark sectors at high intensity)
“Big ideas” solicited papers

1. Detect dark matter particle production (production reaction or through 
subsequent DM scattering), with a focus on exploring sensitivity to thermal DM 
interaction strengths. 
Editors: Gordan Krnjaic, Natalia Toro

2. Explore the structure of the dark sector by producing and detecting unstable 
dark particles: Minimal Portal Interactions. 
Editors: Brian Batell, Chris Hearty

3. New Flavors and Rich Structures in Dark Sectors. 
Editors: Phil Harris, Philip Schuster, Jure Zupan

4. Experiments/facilities/tools 
Editors: Phil Ilten, Nhan Tran

More details: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1R0O23wjGLxRzsc93a4pJlFn17yW9TCTq

(in our google drive folder, https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/

1sMn1cWl2ddqzu46Yi4TcMIX7Cm2GUxO_)

- Organization around science goals/questions.

- Arrange the breadth of RF6 science so that all the main techniques have a chance to shine.


Conveners: SG (UCSC), Mike Williams (MIT)

S.Gori Backup



Relic 
line

(our goal)

Bound from DM 

self-interaction

- LDMX: invisible A’ 

- LDMX: visible A’

- HPS: electron beam 

dump experiment. Search 
for visibly decaying A’ (*) 

- DarkQuest

Berlin, Blinov, SG, Schuster, Toro, 1801.05805

In color:  
reach of past experiments:


- Belle II: (same Babar signature)

The reach for SIMPs (2+3 body decays)

DarkQuest

S.Gori Backup



Comparison with other proposed experiments
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From Snowmass white paper,

Apyan et al., 2203.08322

NA62 beam dump mode

FASER



(g-2)μ and dark sectors
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From Batell talk,

Fermilab, June 22, 2021 

Only a very small set of dark sector models below the GeV scale 

can address the anomaly



Interplay with direct detection
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Battaglieri et al, 1707.04591
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